


CUT ENERGY COSTS BY 40o/o 
CASER® Curtains can lower your cooling cost by not allowing the display case air to 
escape into the stores aisle area. In fact, the sales floor temperature will be warmer 
for customer comfort while the cooler thermostat is held to normal setting. 

REACH-TH RU 

CONVENIENCE 

Customers will not be incon
venienced by the thin flexible 
PVC strips. The see-thru 
strips have a smooth edge 
that allows safe access to 
the cooled product. Energy 
costs will definitely decrease 
because cold air produced 
by the cooler will not escape 
into the aisles . 
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EASY INSTALLATION 

======::::!- Hook & Loop Strips 

The GASER® is attached to the display case canopy facing by hook and 

loop fasteners . First, you attach the pressure sensitive hook portion of 

the strip to the canopy, then hang the GASER® Cooler Curtain. It's 

that simple! No tools are needed ... no drilling is required. 

EASY RESTOCKING 

Fold-Lock Tab 

Employees will also appreciate the GASER®. They can restock or clean the 

coolers quickly and easily. Just fold back the edge and attach the "foldlock" 

tab and you can quickly replace product. 

STANDARD CASER SIZES 

Model No. I Dimensions 
C-55 48" Wide x 55" High 

C-68 48" Wide x 68" High 

CUSTOM 

SIZES ARE 

AVAILABLE 



OTHER QUALITY CURTRON PRODUCTS 

En__1pneeretl Products for 
EneYjJ, Conservation 

ancl Food Safety 

Commonly used in school lunch rooms, 
this unique reach-thru, see-thru milk cool
er curtain helps maintain temperatures 
during serving periods when cooler doors 
are open. We stock every size for every 
cooler made. Call for more information. 

Strip doors are the least expen
sive, yet most efficient method of 
keeping a temperature controlled 
environment clean and contami
nant free. The revolutionary 
Snap'n Cap design utilizes hard
ware that covers the mounting 
pins to shield them from collect
ing dirt and dust. Snap'n Cap 
complies with FDA and USDA 
regulations. 

Air Doors inhibit contaminated 
air, dust, smoke, insects and 
odors from entering or leaving 
through openings while permit
ting unrestricted entry and exit. 
Heaters can be integrated into 
intake grill for customer or per
sonnel comfort. Every air door 
is shipped with a 30 day 
money-back guarantee. 

Accordion Strip Doors can be 
used conventionally or, within 
seconds, can be pulled back to 
one side or bi-part to create an 
open doorway. The folded pan
els reduce to just 15% of the 
opening. 

These strong, durable covers 
keep food fresh and clean. They 
are available in 5 colors and 
transparent. The Breathable

Mesh Covers allow moisture and 
heat to dissipate quickly, while 
preventing flying insect contami
nation. INSUL-COVERS® trans
form open racks into inexpensive 
insulated cabinets. 

All covers are made with double 
zippers to allow easy access to 
the trays. Hook and loop fasteners 
are an option. Custom sizes are 
available. 
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